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Abstra t. MPI appli ations may waste thousands of CPU

do not e iently overlap
per, we present a generi

ommuni ations and

and portable I/O manager that is able to make

ommuni ation progress asyn hronously using tasklets. It
mati ally the most appropriate
the

y les if they

omputation. In this pahooses auto-

ommuni ation method, depending on

ontext: multi-threaded appli ation or not, SMP ma hine or not. We

have implemented and evaluated our I/O manager with Mad-MPI, our
own MPI implementation, and

ompared it to other existing MPI im-

plementations regarding the ability to e iently overlap
and

ommuni ation

omputation.
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Introdu tion

Asyn hronism is be oming ubiquitous in modern
times. This evolution is the

ommuni ation run-

ombined result of multiple fa tors.

ommuni ation subsystems implement in reasingly

Firstly,

omplex optimiza-

tions in order to make better use of networking hardware. As we have
shown in [1℄, su h optimizations require online analysis of the

ommu-

ni ation s hemes and hen e require the de-syn hronization of the
muni ation request submission from its pro essing.
ri h fun tionality su h as

Moreover,

om-

providing

ommuni ation ow multiplexing or transpar-

ent multi-method, heterogeneous networking implies that the runtime
system should again take an a tive part in-between the

ommuni ation

request submit and pro essing. And

ommuni ation

with

nally,

overlapping

omputation and being rea tive a tually do matter more now than

it has ever done [2,3℄. The laten y of network transa tions is in the order
of magnitude of several thousands CPU

y les at least. Everything must

therefore be done to avoid independent

omputations to be blo ked by

an ongoing network transa tion. This is even more true with the in reasingly dense SMP, multi ore, SMT (also known as Intel's Hyperthreading)
ar hite tures where many

omputing units share a few NICs.

Sin e portability is one of the most important requirements for

ommuni-

ation runtime systems, the usual approa h to implement asyn hronous

pro essing is to use threads (su h as Posix threads). Popular

ommu-

ni ation runtimes indeed are starting to make use of threads internally
and also allow appli ations to be multithreaded as it
both MPICH-2 [4℄, and Open MPI [5,6℄. Low level

an be seen with
ommuni ation li-

braries su h as Quadri s' Elan [7℄ and Myri om's MX [8℄ also make use
of multithreading. Su h an introdu tion of threads inside

ommuni ation

subsystems is not going without troubles however. The fa t that multithreading is still usually optional with these runtimes is symptomati
of the di ulty to get the benets of multithreading in the

ontext of

networking without suering from the potential drawba ks.
In this paper, we analyze the two fundamental approa hes of integrating
multithreading and

ommuni ations interrupts and polling. We study

their respe tive benets and their potential drawba ks, and we dis uss
the importan e of the
agement

ooperation between the asyn hronous event man-

ode and the thread s heduling

ode in order to avoid su h dis-

advantages. We then introdu e our proposal for symbioti ally
both approa hes inside a new generi

ombining

network I/O event manager. The

paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 exposes the problem of integrating threads and

ommuni ations. Se tion 3 introdu es our proposal for

a new asyn hronous event management model and gives details about
our implementation. We evaluate this implementation in Se tion 4 and
Se tion 5

on ludes and gives an insight of ongoing and future work.

2 Integrating threads and ommuni ation: the
problems of network I/O events management
The dete tion of network I/O events
gies. The most

ommon approa h

a polling fun tion is

an be a hieved by two main strateonsists in using the

a tive waiting :

alled repeatedly until a network I/O event is de-

te ted. The polling fun tion is usually inexpensive, but repeating this
operation thousands of times may be prohibitive. The other method for
dete ting

ommuni ation events is the

on blo king

alls. In that

passive waiting

whi h is based

ase, the NIC informs the operating system

that a network I/O event has o

urred by using an interrupt, making

this method mu h more rea tive than polling. However this operation
involves interrupt handlers and

ontext swit hes whi h are rather

The best method to use depends on the appli ation, but in both

ostly.
ases,

some behaviors may lead to suboptimal performan e. When using interruptbased methods, priority issues may o
the

ur: the thread that is waiting for

ommuni ation event may be s heduled with some delay. This is the

ase when, for example, it has been

omputing for a long period before it

blo ks, lowering its priority. Moreover, the system has to support methods to dete t the network I/O events. For instan e, in a pure user-level
s heduler, interrupt-driven blo king
OS extension like the

alls are prohibited (unless a spe i

S heduler A tivations [9℄

Using polling methods

is used).

an also be problemati : if the system is over-

loaded (i.e. there are more running threads than available CPUs), the
polling thread may s ar ely be s heduled, thus in reasing the rea tion
time. Moreover, some asyn hronous

ommuni ation operations need a

regular polling in order to progress. For instan e, a

rendez-vous

requires

a regular polling so that the preliminary phase makes progress. As it
is shown in [2℄, some appli ations would signi antly improve their exeution time by e iently overlapping
whi h requires to poll

3

ommuni ation and

omputation,

ommuni ation events regularly.

An I/O manager model

To resolve these kinds of problems, we propose an I/O manager that provides the ommuni ation runtime systems with a network event dete tion
servi e. Thus,

ommuni ation libraries themselves be ome independent

of the multithread issues and related hardware issues su h as the number
of CPUs. Thereby, they

an fo us their eorts on

mizations and other fun tionalities. By working
thread s heduler, the I/O manager
able to s hedule a

ommuni ation optilosely with a spe i

an be viewed as a progression engine

ommuni ating thread when needed or to dynami ally

adapt the polling frequen y to maximize the rea tivity/overhead ratio.
The I/O manager handles both polling and interrupt-based methods,
swit hing from one method to another depending on the
The implementation of our I/O manager

ontext.

alled PIOMan (PM2 I/O Man-

ager) relies on a two-level thread s heduler [10℄ whi h was slightly modied to intera t with the I/O manager when ne essary. The use of a
two-level s heduler allows to pre isely

ontrol thread s heduling at the

user level, with almost no expli it (and expensive) intera tion with the
OS. This way, we

an dynami ally favour the s heduling of a thread re-

quiring a high rea tivity to

ommuni ation events during a xed period.

PIOMan is available as three main versions: no-thread, mono (user-level
threads) or SMP (user threads on top of kernel threads).

3.1

Overview of the I/O manager

The me hanism of our I/O manager is des ribed through an example
shown in Figure 1: the appli ation rst registers a

allba k fun tion for

ea h event type to dete t. When the appli ation starts a
it

ommuni ation,

an submit the requests to poll (1) and wait for them or simply

tinue its

omputation. Periodi ally, the thread s heduler

manager (2) in order to poll the network by

alling the

on-

alls the I/O
allba k fun -

tions (3).
We propose to manage the

ommuni ation events in a dedi ated

troller linked to the thread s heduler for several reasons. Firstly,
izing avoids the

on-

entral-

on urren y issues en ountered when several threads try

to poll the same network. Sin e the I/O manager has a global view of
the pending requests, it

an poll ea h request one after another. More-

over, the manager has the opportunity to aggregate multiple requests. If
several threads are waiting for messages on a single network interfa e, it
an be interesting to aggregate these requests when polling.
Se ondly, the thread s heduler has the opportunity to preempt a
ing task and

omput-

all the I/O manager in order to dete t a potential network

1
polling callback( )

Communication Library
wait_event( )

3

submit_request( )
poll( )

I/O Manager

Thread Scheduler

2
mx_test

NIC

Fig. 1. Example of intera tion between the I/O manager and the MPI library.
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Fig. 2. Low priority, spare kernel-level threads are used to s hedule remaining appli-

ation threads in

I/O

ase a blo king sys all o

ompletion and thus make the

urs during an I/O

riti al operation.

ommuni ation progress. This is use-

ful when the appli ation performs asyn hronous operations that require
some pro essing on e the

vous

ommuni ation ends. For example, in a

rendez-

proto ol, the re eiver has to post a re eiving request to syn hronize

with the sender. On e both sides are syn hronized, the transfer
one side re eives the data that the other side sends. In that

an start:

ase, the pro-

gression oered by the I/O manager and the thread s heduler allows to
ompletely overlap the

3.2

ommuni ation with

omputation.

Passive waiting: interrupts

Passive monitoring through blo king system

alls is tri ky to implement

in a two-level s heduler. Indeed, during regular exe ution of appli ation threads, our s heduler binds exa tly one kernel thread (also

alled

LightWeight pro ess  LWP) per pro essor (Fig. 2-a), so that the s heduling of threads
system

all

an be entirely performed at the user-level. A blo king

ould therefore prevent a whole subset of user-level threads

to run. To avoid this and keep rea tivity low, we pro eed as follows.
Before exe uting a (potentially blo king) I/O system
thread rst wakes up

a spare kernel thread

all, the

lient

(Fig. 2-b) to shepherd the

remaining ready threads on the underlying pro essor. Sin e this kernel
thread runs at a very low priority, it will not be s heduled until the previous kernel thread blo ks. Thus,

blo king,

the I/O

lient will

if the system all ompletes without

ontinue its exe ution with a very high pri-

ority, as requested. At the end of the I/O se tion, the spare kernel thread
simply returns to the sleep state. On the opposite,

if the all blo ks, the

original kernel thread yields the CPU to the spare one (Fig. 2- ). Upon
I/O

ompletion, the NIC interrupt handler will wake up the original ker-

nel thread that will, in turn, immediately

ontinue the exe ution of the

lient thread. This way, the rea tivity of the

lient thread is optimal.

Note that no modi ation to the underlying operating system is required,
as opposed to solutions su h as

3.3

S heduler A tivations

[9,11℄.

A tive waiting: polling

In implementing a tive polling, our system

arefully

ooperates with the

thread s heduler to avoid busy waiting and unne essary

ontext swit hes.

Appli ations register new types of I/O events with some polling trigger(s)
(at every

ontext swit h, after a period of time, when a CPU gets idle,

et .) The thread s heduler then invokes the I/O manager a
However, these invo ations o

ordingly.

ur in a restri ted ontext with some lasses

of a tions being prohibited (syn hronization primitives, typi ally). Thus,
they are similar to interrupt handlers within an operating system.
Most of the I/O manager
ontext in the form of

ode is

tasklets

onsequently run

outside

the restri ted

[12℄. Tasklets have been introdu ed in

operating systems to defer treatments that

annot be performed within

an interrupt handler. They run as soon as possible (they have a very
high priority) when the s heduler rea hes a point where it is safe to run
tasklets. They have additional properties. Firstly, tasklets of the same
type run under mutual ex lusion, whi h simplies the I/O manager

ode

and even makes it more e ient. Se ondly, the exe ution of tasklets
be enfor ed on a parti ular pro essor, whi h allows to maximize
anity by running tasklets on the same pro essor as their

3.4

an

a he

lient thread.

Handling of both interrupts and polling

Most of the network interfa es (MX/Myrinet, Inniband Verbs, TCP
so kets) provide both polling and interrupt-based fun tions to dete t
network I/O events. To ensure a good rea tivity, our I/O manager uses
one method or the other depending on the

ontext: number of running

threads and available CPUs. This kind of strategy has already been developed in Panda [13℄, but ours also takes into a
preferen e: the

edge of the request
into a

ount the upper layer's

ommuni ation library or the appli ation has full knowlompletion time. A smarter approa h

ould also take

ount the history of requests or their priorities. A similar method

was developed in
support.

polling wat hdog [14℄

but it required a spe i

kernel

Table 1. Ben hmark program for MPI asyn hronous progression.

Sender

Re eiver

MPI_IRe v(...);
ompute();
/* approx. 50ms.
MPI_Wait(...);

get_time(t1);
MPI_Send(...);
get_time(t2);
1e+06

100000

omputation */

OpenMPI
MPICH
MadMPI, no PIOMan
MadMPI + PIOMan/mono
MadMPI + PIOMan/SMP interrupt
MadMPI + PIOMan/SMP polling
no computation (reference)

Sending time (µs)

10000

1000

100

10

1

0.1
32

1KB

32KB

1MB

Data size (Bytes)
Fig. 3.

4

MPI_Send

time with MX.

Evaluation

We have evaluated the implementation of our I/O manager using the
NewMadeleine [1℄
tation

ire v)

ommuni ation library and its built-in MPI implemen-

alled Mad-MPI. The point-to-point nonblo king posting (isend,

and

ompletion (wait,

test) operations

of Mad-MPI are dire tly

mapped to the equivalent operations of NewMadeleine. We performed
ben hmarks that evaluate the MPI asyn hronous operation progression
in ba kground ( ommuni ation/ omputation overlap) and ben hmarks
that evaluate the overhead of PIOMan. All these experiments have been
arried out on a set of two dual- ore 1.8 GHz Opteron boxes inter onne ted through Myri-10G NICs with the MX1.2.1 driver providing a
laten y of 2.3µs.
MPI asyn hronous progression of

ommuni ations. To evaluate the

MPI asyn hronous progression, we use the ben hmark program listed on
Table 1. This program attempts to overlap

ommuni ation and

ompu-

tation on the re eiver side. We re ord the time spent in sending and we
ompare the results to a referen e obtained with Mad-MPI.
Figure 3 shows the sending time (time spent in

MPI_Send)

we measured

over MX/Myrinet with Mad-MPI, OpenMPI 1.2.1, and MPICH/MX 1.2.7.
We measured similar results over other network types (Inniband and
TCP). For small messages, all implementations show a sending time

lose

Table 2. PIOMan's average overhead.

no thread
polling
interrupt

0.038 µs

mono

SMP

0.085 µs 0.142 µs

-

-

1.68

µs

rendez-vous

to the network laten y. For larger messages, when a

is per-

formed, we observe three dierent behaviors:
no asyn hronous progress  OpenMPI and plain Mad-MPI do not

support ba kground progress of

rendez-vous

handshake. Therefore,

the sender is blo ked until the re eiver rea hes the

MPI_Wait. MPICH

makes the handshake progress thanks to the MX progression thread
but in the

urrent implementation, the noti ation of the transfer is

not overlapped.
oarse grained interleaved progress  PIOMan/mono tasklets are

s heduled upon timer interrupt, every 10 ms. We observe that the
delay to

omplete the

of the full

rendez-vous

is now bounded by 10 ms instead

omputation time.

full overlap  PIOMan/SMP is able to s hedule tasklets on another

LWP, thus we get a full overlap of
We observe on the gure that the
suer from the
We

ommuni ation and

rendez-vous

omputation.

performan e does not

omputation on the re eiver side.

on lude that PIOMan is able to a tually overlap MPI

ation and

ommuni-

omputation while OpenMPI, MPICH, and plain Mad-MPI

were not able to make

ommuni ation progress asyn hronously.

Overhead evaluation. We have evaluated the overhead of the I/O man-

ager with empty polling and blo king fun tions. The results are shown in
Table 2. The polling overhead diers from one version to the other. This
is due to the

ost of syn hronization being dierent over ea h version.

The interrupt overhead has only been evaluated on the SMP version sin e
only this version implements the me hanism. We observe that the overhead is negligible for polling. On the other hand, the

ost of blo king

alls

(interrupts) is quite high due to the awakening of the sleeping LWP and
the

ommuni ation between LWPs. However, interrupts are supposed to

be used when the CPU is doing

omputation, where the delay would

have been several order of magnitude higher without interrupts.

5

Con lusions and Future Work

Overlapping MPI

ommuni ations and

not want to waste thousands of CPU

omputation do matter if we do
y les. However, making

ni ations progress e iently is not so simple as adding a
thread. In this paper, we have proposed a generi

ommu-

ommuni ation

and portable

ommuni-

ation events manager that is able to a tually overlap ommuni ation and
omputation. This I/O manager is able to handle both a tive polling and
interrupts and integrates gra efully with our multithreading s heduler.

We obtained ee tive

ommuni ation/ omputation overlapping with our

I/O manager, as opposed to other widespread MPIs.
In the near future, we plan to use PIOMan inside other MPI implementations su h as MPICH-2 or

ommuni ation frameworks like Padi oTM.

We also intend to make a more e ient use of NUMA ar hite tures by
trying to exe ute polling tasklets on the most suitable CPU given the
ar hite ture topology.
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